TRUMP HAS FALLEN FOR A BRITISH WAR-COUP;
AMERICANS MUST REVERSE IT
April 11, 2017—The President of China was literally at his side offering partnership in a rapidly developing new paradigm of productive economic growth,
scientific progress and future optimism, which the
depressed American population desperately need. Instead, President Donald Trump was duped by the British imperial, "unipolar world" illusion and the British
obsession with getting America to go to war.
The shocking complete reversal by the President,
within a single week, of his years-long strong opposition to the Bush-Obama disaster of regime-change
wars, was brought about by British frauds. The
fraudulent claims of Russian control of Trump have
all originated in British intelligence "reports" and
"dossiers," and have caused him to lose control of his
own National Security Council and caused his few allies in Congress to capitulate. Throughout Trump's
short presidency British officials have incessantly demanded "alliance" military attacks on Syria and new
sanctions against Russia. With the President's March
30 announcements that his policy was not to "regimechange" Assad in Syria, the British and American allies like Senators McCain and Rubio went into a fury,
and seized on the "Idlib chemical weapons bombing"
in Syria. That itself may well have been a hoax, whose
ONLY source of evidence is the British intelligencecreated and -funded "White Helmets" who operate in
Syrian territories controlled by jihadi extremists.
EIR Founding Editor Lyndon LaRouche has warned
since the day Libyan President Qaddafi was overthrown and assassinated by a British-French-Obama
coup in 2011, that these regime-change wars were
marching toward the target of a world war confrontation with Russia, especially, and with China. Trump
was determined to end that threat; now with his Brit-

ish manipulation, it has returned with a vengeance.
As LaRouche noted, now President Trump must
hold a summit meeting with Russian President Putin
to reverse this British world war March. Indeed, the
Kremlin has said that Putin will not meet Secretary
of State Tillerson in Moscow on Wednesday, although
Tillerson has been holding out against the disastrous
regime-change policy. There must be a Trump-Putin
summit.
We are seeing the President duped by British imperialism, the imperialism we fought our Revolution
against, and the Anglo-American "world policeman"
dogma which President Franklin Roosevelt rejected.
The American people now have to rally against
regime-change war -- as they did in 2013, when they
stopped Obama from bombing Syria. But more: they
must rally for the idea President Trump had started
to espouse, the "American System of economy" going back to Alexander Hamilton; to Clay and Lincoln;
and today meaning partnership with China's New Silk
Road and carrying out LaRouche's "four laws to save
the nation."
That is the purpose of the Schiller Institute's twoday conference in New York City this Thursday and
Friday; and the purpose of the nationwide mobilization of activists to throw pressure on the White House.
Trump must clean his house of the British-agent advocates of war confrontation with Russia; and return to
the campaign for the American System.
Call the White House comment line at 202-4561111 Monday-Friday or call switchboard at 202-4561414.
You can write a message to the White House at
whitehouse.gov/contact
You can tweet the President at @realDonaldTrump.
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